Audi a4 oil pressure sensor

P is an OBD2 diagnostic code that is triggered when your Audi A4 detects that the value being
sent from the oil pressure sensor is below its normal operating ranged. It is typically caused by
a bad oil pressure sensor or an issue with the oil system, and should be diagnosed and fixed
right away. Assume that you do not have any oil pressure until you confirm that you do. This
reading is what you see on your oil pressure gauge and triggers the oil warning light. Here are
the most common symptoms of P P is going to be caused by an issue with the sensor or sensor
wiring which would mean your engine is fine. Since proper oil flow is so critical to the engine,
this code should be treated with respect and not ignored. T he first thing that you should do is
check the oil level. If it appears to be black or grimy, it may be interfering with the oil pressure
sensor. If the wrong oil viscosity was used it can also trigger P even with a full reading on the
dipstick. If it has any damaged wiring, that could be causing P Wiring issues are one of the
more common reasons that this code is thrown. Assuming that the oil level and wiring look fine,
the next thing to do would be to manually check the oil pressure. They are easy to use. Knowing
the actual oil pressure level makes it a lot easier. Feel free to leave a comment below if there is
something that you would like to add and good luck fixing your Audi A4! A4 P Causes P is
going to be caused by an issue with the sensor or sensor wiring which would mean your engine
is fine. If the crankcase is empty or really low on oil it can throw P If this is the case, fill the oil
back up, clear the code, and that may fix the problem. It should show up with the oil light, or a
low reading from the oil pressure gauge. This could indicate a wiring issue. Oil Pressure
Sensor- The oil pressure sensor itself is very likely to be the cause of P, but looking at the oil
and wiring first is a smart move. Check the Oil T he first thing that you should do is check the
oil level. Manually Check The Oil Pressure Assuming that the oil level and wiring look fine, the
next thing to do would be to manually check the oil pressure. G3MZY May 2, Log in or Sign up.
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies.
Learn More. Dismiss Notice. Cookies Snack. Hoping someone has come across this before and
can point me in the right direction, I'll try and keep it short but bare with me I have the 2. I was
driving the other night and it came up on the dash in red 'Low Oil Pressure' I stopped near
immediately, turned it off checked the oil level and for leaks etc but everything is fine. Started
the car again no problems, no light and drove off, less than a mile later it pops up again. Stop
again for half hour this time with the key on the dash hoping to get it home 30 minutes away. I
drove her home staying less than rpm with the light popping up every 10 minutes or so, each
time I would switch her off and start her up again near immediately while still moving as this
seemed to sort the problem temporarily for 10 minutes or so on average. I took her to the
garage today, they changed the oil Pressure sensor and checked the oil Pressure which is
within the correct tolorences. Also it does not rattle badly so Oil is reaching the top of the
engine etc. Has anyone come across this before where the light is intermittent? Any
suggestions would be appreciated. Thanks in advance. G3MZY , May 2, Did the garage checked
wire harness leading to oil pressure sensor? Could be a short somewhere. Sent from my E
using Tapatalk. Sibmets , May 3, Why the hell do people carry on driving with low oil pressure.
Gazwould , May 3, Sibmets - As far as I am aware they didn't, no. I have already thought about
this one but it's so hard to test when its intermittent I have read two or three threads on oil filter
problems and pcv valve issues. I am going to purchase these tomorrow if I can and see what
happens as they look promising. Thank you for your unhelpful and slightly insulting comment. I
would not have driven it if I thought I was doing major damage and having been in the motor
trade 15yrs so I have some clue as to what is what. Anyway, thanks for the oil pump link but I
don't buy my parts off the net. Secondly that is one of the most expensive parts to replace, I am
looking at the simple cheaper options first to rule them out. I am asking for previous
experiences of the problem I described and am struggling to find one close aside from one
thread on the PCV valve. G3MZY , May 3, G3MZY likes this. G3MZY , May 4, I'm Just Rob. There
have been numerous cases on this forum and others regarding the use of such products, and,
the way it can effect these engines. I know of 4 from memory that suffered the same problem
and then a more serious engine failure, the cause was clearly laid at the flush product, and more
so on cars over k miles. The cars were also well maintained, but a flush product was used and
the subsequent problems from that use due to larger sludge particles and other contaminates
clogged the oil suction mesh and other oil galaries leading oil starvation and reduced oil
pressure , some cars then suffered terminal engine failure , others needed major repairs. You
should not discount blockages or restricted oilways really , also the cam chain tensioner is very
prone to the effect of the clogging as its hydraulic and will more than likely be worn on you
engine , its one of a handful of engine issues that plague these engines and are all connected
by poor design. If you car has been serviced on the long life schedule for any period of time it
will be more likely to have oil related problems than cars on something like a k schedule, long
life kills these engines. Last edited: May 4, I was about use an engine flush before I read this. I

did plan to put in an engine flush before dropping the sump. Is this best avoided then as was
gonna change the pick up straight after. I changed the PCV valve and oil filter last week and
have covered about 40 miles since with no issues at all, I think it was a filter fault but the valve
wasn't in great shape either to be fair. I am saving up to get the clutch and flywheel done, I will
be asking the garage to change the crank chain and pick up while the subframe is off to be sure
if I keep the car that is, have lost a bit of trust in it. G3MZY , May 11, I had the same issue when i
brought my car at k miles as a spares n repair. Sid2go , Aug 1, I have just had this problem arise
on mine. I guess its a big job to get the sump off of a quattro? Dieseldave , Jan 18, A bit off topic
but whats the longlife all about? My local audi specialist does these longlife services whats the
deal with them? Is it a cheap service or something? Ricky Burrows , Jan 18, Don't even think
about it Ricky. In my opinion and many others, oil is well spent by this time, causing more harm
than good, it could be a very good contributor for the oil pump sludge issues too. Bbflex , Jan
19, Exactly, and in the tfsi's , oil goes tits up very quickly. Ricky Burrows , Jan 19, Dieseldave ,
Jan 25, Alex banu , Jan 27, Yes I have its sat in the the workshop were I work as a valeteer.
Dieseldave , Jan 27, We had the sump off and the pickup wasn't blocked but cleaned it all out
and put back together hopefully it should have solved the problem but will find out tomorrow.
After you have change the oil filter, how many miles have you drive the car? Oil pressure light
come back? Not driven it since the light came on I just parked it up till I could get it in the
workshop to check it will find out tomorrow if it solved the problem. It has been nearly miles
since I serviced it. Alex banu likes this. Well the light hasn't come back on and I've driven it 30
to 40 miles upto now so might be sorted. Dieseldave , Jan 31, Good,so what work have you
done for this issue.? Alex banu , Jan 31, We cleaned out the sump and the oil pickup changed
the oil pressure switch fitted a new oil filter and put fresh oil in and that was it. But only time will
tell now. The oil pressure sensor is on the the right of the oil cooler against the block there was
only a little bit of carbon build up in the sump. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Tags: 2. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
Remember me. Hello and welcome to the Audizine Forums! As a guest, you are welcome to
poke around and view the majority of the content that we have to offer, but in order to post,
search, contact members, and get full use out of the website you will need to Register for an
Account. It's free and it's easy, so don't hesitate to join the Audizine Family today! If you're new
to forums in general, be sure to check out the Forum FAQ. To start viewing posts, select the
forum section that you want to visit from the selection below. Results 1 to 11 of Thread:
Location of Oil Pressure Sensor. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. My Photo Gallery: 0. My
Classifieds: 0. Location of Oil Pressure Sensor Guest-only advertisement. Register or Log In
now! Hello , I've been having an oil pressure sensor warning appearing on my dash since a oil
change at the dealer about two weeks ago. I've checked the oil level which is fine and I
remember when I first bough
2005 scion tc maintenance schedule
2013 camaro stereo upgrade
trailer hitch plug bracket
t the car in the pressure sensor had a week or two where it would flash for a bit then go off and
never come on again. I have read numerous threads talking about diagnosing oil pressure
issues with the 2. But I cannot find a clear picture of where the oil pressure sensor is , does
anyone have a picture clearly showing the area? Thanks for your time. Number 13 here. I've
been wrong before, but I don't see it in Bentley at the oil filter, and they call number 13 above
the Oil Level Thermal Sensor G It's on the right side of the housing and is technically called the
oil pressure sender. Here's a better pic. Last edited by allstock; at PM. Originally Posted by
allstock. My bad. I had a filter on when I searched in my Bentley. Be glad its your sensor and not
the red oil pressure light of death that got me. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. Originally
Posted by mim4o. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. All times are GMT The time now is PM.
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